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ABSTRACT

Purpose

The most commonly used technology currently used for autoradiography is storage phosphor screens, which has many benefits such as a large field of view but lacks particle-counting detection of the time and energy of each detected radionuclide decay. A number of alternative designs, using either solid state or scintillator detectors, have been developed to address these issues. The aim of this study is to characterize the imaging performance of one such instrument, a double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSD) system for digital autoradiography. A novel aspect of this work is that the instrument, in contrast to previous prototype systems using the same detector type, provides the ability for user accessible imaging with higher throughput. Studies were performed to compare its spatial resolution to that of storage
phosphor screens and test the implementation of multi-radionuclide ex vivo imaging in a mouse preclinical animal study.

Methods

Detector background counts were determined by measuring a non-radioactive sample slide for 52 h. Energy spectra and detection efficiency were measured for 7 commonly used radionuclides under representative conditions for tissue imaging. System dead time was measured by imaging $^{18}$F samples of at least 5 kBq and studying the changes in count rate over time. A line source of $^{58}$Co was manufactured by irradiating a 10 µm nickel wire with fast neutrons in a research reactor. Samples of this wire were imaged in both the DSSD and storage phosphor screen systems and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) measured for the line profiles. Multi-radionuclide imaging was employed in a two animal study to examine the intra-tumoral distribution of a $^{125}$I-labeled monoclonal antibody and a $^{131}$I-labeled engineered fragment (diabody) injected in the same mouse, both targeting carcinoembryonic antigen.

Results

Detector background was $1.81 \times 10^{-6}$ counts per second per 50 µm x 50 µm pixel. Energy spectra and detection efficiency were successfully measured for 7 radionuclides. The system dead time was measured to be 59 µs and FWHM for a $^{58}$Co line source was 154 ±14 µm for the DSSD system and 343 ±15 µm for the storage phosphor system. Separation of the contributions from $^{125}$I and $^{131}$I were performed on autoradiography images of tumor sections.

Conclusion

This study has shown that a DSSD system can be beneficially applied for digital autoradiography with simultaneous multi-radionuclide imaging capability. The system has a
low background signal, ability to image both low and high activity samples, and a good energy resolution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Autoradiography is in widespread use in drug development and preclinical research\(^1\). Whereas the classic method of using autoradiographic film offers very good spatial resolution, it suffers from low sensitivity, limited dynamic range and poor linearity, which led to the search for alternative technologies\(^2\). The most commonly used technology today is storage phosphor screens. During exposure to ionizing radiation, BaFBr:Eu\(^{2+}\) crystals are ionized to BaFBr:Eu\(^{3+}\). The process is reversed during read-out where irradiation with a red laser releases the stored energy at each coordinate as visible light, which can then be quantified\(^3, 4\). However neither film or storage phosphor methods provide real-time measurement data that would enable a quick evaluation of the activity in a sample, required imaging time, sample thickness etc. This is especially important when using short-lived radionuclides such as \(^{18}\)F or \(^{11}\)C. Neither do these integrating systems contain any information on the deposited energy or time point for each registered interaction which would enable simultaneous imaging and subsequent separation of the signals from several different radionuclides. To address this, a number of alternative, for the most part particle-counting, detector technologies have been developed. These include systems where a charge-coupled device (CCD) is used to register light generated by a sample in contact with either a scintillator sheet\(^5\), an ultra-thin phosphor layer\(^6\), a silver-activated zinc sulfide phosphor sheet\(^7\), or by exposure to a parallel plate avalanche chamber\(^5\). Systems based on microchannel plates have also been developed\(^8, 9\) as well as a number of solid-state, silicon detectors based on back-thinned CCD and CMOS sensors\(^10, 11\), silicon pixel detectors\(^12\) or silicon strip detectors\(^13, 14\).
One such system, the Biomolex 700 imager (Biomolex, Oslo, Norway), which is a double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSD) system originally designed for microarray imaging has been evaluated for its potential to be used for digital autoradiography. The system hardware and software has recently been further developed and there is no prior characterization of the instrument in its current form in the literature. The system is also generally available, in contrast to most of the systems referenced and has recently been employed in several biological studies\textsuperscript{15-17}. The novel aspects of this work consist of characterization and demonstration of an instrument that in contrast to prior silicon strip based autoradiography systems\textsuperscript{13} has the potential for comparably high throughput routine imaging of preclinical or clinical tissue samples. This due to the FOV of the detector that while small, covers a normal sample slide in contrast to previous systems\textsuperscript{13, 14}, the automatic sample changer system which allows for scheduling of serial imaging without constant user supervision, and accessible user interface. We also demonstrate the usefulness of the instrument in the context of employing autoradiography as a complement to \textit{in vivo} preclinical molecular imaging using radiolabeled tracers, determining the characteristics for a wide range of radionuclides relevant to this setting. The aim of this study therefore is to characterize the imaging performance of the system for digital autoradiography and to directly compare the spatial resolution of the DSSD system with storage phosphor screens.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.A. System Design

The detector module, outlined in Figure 1A, consists of a double-sided silicon strip detector (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu City, Japan) with an area of 32 mm x 64 mm containing 560 vertical and 1260 horizontal strips on each side of the 300 µm thick silicon core of the detector with a centre to centre distance of 50 µm between adjacent strips, resulting in a grid
pattern allowing an intrinsic resolution of 50 µm x 50 µm pixels. The silicon core contains the epi-layer where a homogenous electrical field is sustained by the conducting strips on each side of the detector.

Since the strips on one side are defined as positive (p-side) and the strips on the other side are defined as negative (n-side), a current induced by a particle interaction will generate a positive and a negative charge on opposite sides on the detector. The detector is cooled to 20°C during operation using a Peltier element. The ASIC, VATAGP chip, is a 128 channel self-trigging chip with CMOS VLSI technology dedicated to the read-out of microstrip detectors. Directly incoming β-particles of energies up to approximately 230 keV are fully absorbed by the detector and at higher energies a dE/dx spectrum is measured. Particles hitting the detector at an angle deposit somewhat more energy before leaving the epi-layer. A protective layer, 1 µm of silicone oxide (SiO₂), on top of the detector prevents detection of very low-energy electrons such as those emitted by ³H which are fully absorbed before reaching the detector. Additionally, a 15-20 keV threshold for detected events is set to suppress detector noise. The maximum frame rate at which the detector can be read out is 10⁴ events per second. A registered charge on one side of the detector is only registered as an event if a charge is registered in the opposite plane within a time frame of a few nanoseconds. If no coincidence is registered or more than one coincidence is registered the signal will be classified as noise and discarded. When the charge is distributed over several strips, the strips with the highest read-out charge on either side of the detector determine the x and y position. For each detected event the energy and the position is registered and displayed in real-time in the read-out software. The measured energy is defined as the sum of energies in the x and y position strips plus its closest neighboring strips. Inclusion of two neighboring strips is chosen as standard by manufacturer, but can be modified by the user. Use of more neighbors may more accurately measure the total deposited energy but will reduce the read-out frame rate, since
the readout time will be prolonged. The total number of events detected is registered each minute during measurement, allowing detected events to be time-stamped with a 1 minute precision. Imaging data can be exported in either binary format or in list-mode as a text file. Biological samples to be imaged, usually of around 10 µm thickness, are placed on standard microscope glass slides (75 mm x 25 mm) that are covered with a 3 µm Mylar foil before being applied to the detector. The sample area of these slides is encompassed by the detector field of view. The samples can be loaded separately or by the use of a 12-slot sample changer as seen in Figure 1.

FIG. 1.

Schematics of the detection principle of the DSSD detector (A) and the entire digital autoradiography system, including the detector unit placed below a 12-sample sample-changing mechanism (B).
A small number of strips in any DSSD will either suffer from a failed connection to the read-out electronics resulting in no registered data, or malfunction, producing such a high level of background that these strips must be masked out to prevent contributing to the collected data. These are commonly referred to as dead or missing strips and the missing data will be interpolated from neighboring strips during image reconstruction. The number of disconnected or malfunctioning strips in our system were in total 57 corresponding to 3 % of all strips. However most of these were outside the field of view of the sample slide and include deliberately unconnected strips at the edges. Inside the relevant field of view a total of 13 strips were malfunctioning to some degree, corresponding to 0.7% of strips in that area.

2.B. Measurements of Detector Characteristics

*Environmental background and noise*

An empty microscope glass was placed in the slide holder, covered with Mylar foil and imaged in the detector for 52 hours with the dead or over-reporting strips masked so as not to contribute to the image. The image was reconstructed without any software corrections for missing or elevated strips and the total amount of counts determined.

*Detection efficiency and energy spectra*

In order to mirror the conditions of imaging a biological sample, homogenized chicken liver was used to create phantoms to determine the system detection efficiency. After ultra-sonic and mechanical homogenization of the liver sample a radionuclide solution was added. The different radionuclides used were $^{99m}$TeO$_4^-$, $^{111}$InCl$_3$, (Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, Dublin, Ireland), $^{125}$I-NaI, $^{131}$I-NaI, (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK), $^{177}$LuCl, $^{68}$GaCl (IDB Holland, Holland) and $^{18}$F, chosen because of their common use in preclinical research. $^{18}$F was produced locally at Skåne University Hospital in Lund. The volume of each phantom was around 8 mL with an activity concentration of approximately 100 kBq per mL. To rid the
sample of air bubbles, the substance was centrifuged (1 min, 2000 rpm). Samples were frozen in embedding media (O.C.T., Tissue Tek, PA, USA) using dry ice and ethanol (>95%) and sectioned in 10 µm thick slices using a cryostat. For each radionuclide, 5 microscope slides with 3 sections were imaged for a minimum of 1 h each and the initial count rate at start of imaging determined from the data file. Adjacent sections were dissolved in HCl and measured in a well type gamma counter (Wallac WIZARD 1480, Wallac, Turku, Finland) to determine the activity per section. The measured energy spectrum for each radionuclide was also extracted from measurement data. No change was made to the factory energy calibration of the instrument. Efficiency was calculated by dividing the initial count rate with the corresponding decay-corrected activity.

**System dead time**

The effects of detector dead time were investigated for two different measurement geometries. A point source was simulated by placing a drop of approximately 5 kBq $^{18}$F activity on a piece of absorbing paper and a plane source covering the entire field of view by submerging absorbing paper in a $^{18}$F solution from where it absorbed approximately 7 kBq. Count rates up to 4000 counts per second (cps) were measured and a non-paralyzable system response model$^{18}$ was used to determine the system dead time $\tau$:

$$n = \frac{m}{1 - m\tau}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $m$ is the measured and $n$ the expected count rate as determined by fitting the $^{18}$F decay curve to data from count rates below 100 cps.

*Line source phantom from neutron activation of a nickel wire*
Because no thin enough line source was available commercially, a radioactive line source emitting suitable beta particles for spatial resolution measurements had to be produced. $^{58}$Ni can be activated to $^{58}$Co through a fast neutron induced reaction $^{58}$Ni(n,p)$^{58}$Co. $^{58}$Co has a half-life of 70.86 days and is a both a $\beta^+$-emitter (14.9% mean $\beta^+$-energy 201.1 keV) and $\gamma$-emitter (99.4% $\gamma$-energy 810.8 keV). The metastable state $^{58m}$Co (half-life of 9.1 h, $\gamma$-energy 25 keV) is also formed in the same reaction, but after a few days only the ground state will remain. It should be noted that pure elemental nickel contains several isotopes, whose natural abundances are given in Table 1. Thus additional activities $^{65}$Ni (half-life 2.52 h) and $^{57}$Ni (half-life 35.60 h) are formed by the reactions $^{64}$Ni(n,γ)$^{65}$Ni, and $^{58}$Ni(n,2n)$^{57}$Ni, respectively. These are short lived compared to $^{58}$Co, so after some weeks after neutron irradiation the remaining main activity is $^{58}$Co.

**TABLE 1.** Isotopes of nickel in the wire that was neutron activated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickel isotope</th>
<th>Natural abundance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{58}$Ni</td>
<td>68.077%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{60}$Ni</td>
<td>26.223%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{61}$Ni</td>
<td>1.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{62}$Ni</td>
<td>3.634%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{64}$Ni</td>
<td>0.926%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to activate nickel and to produce $^{58}$Co, a thin nickel wire was irradiated at the 250 kW FiR 1 Triga Mark II research reactor, located in Espoo, Otaniemi, Finland. As the neutron
activation reaction $^{58}\text{Ni}(n,p)^{58}\text{Co}$ requires fast neutrons (5-15 MeV) as indicated in Figure 2 showing the cross section for the reaction, the central thimble with a substantial fast neutron flux (thermal and fast neutron, fluxes are $1.0 \times 10^{13}$ neutrons cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) was chosen as the irradiation position.

**FIG. 2.**

Cross section of the $^{58}\text{Ni}(n,p)^{58}\text{Co}$ reaction. Data from the International dosimetry and fusion file, IRDFF$^{19}$ (1 barn = $10^{-24}$ cm$^2$). The necessary neutron energies in the interval 5-15 MeV were achieved in central parts of the reactor.
The wire used as per the supplier (Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, Germany) was 99.98% pure nickel and had a diameter of 10 µm. In order to irradiate the nickel wire in the reactor core, a 100 cm long wire (estimated mass 0.7 mg) spun on an anodized aluminum spool was put inside a standard watertight aluminum irradiation capsule, which was used for irradiations in the water filled central thimble of the FiR 1 reactor core. The total irradiation time of the nickel wire was 18 hours. The total measured $^{58}$Co activity of the coil was 15 days after end of irradiation about 10 kBq, approximately 100 Bq/cm wire.

Due to embrittlement during irradiation, the wire had to be transferred from the spool by pressing pieces of pressure sensitive adhesive tape to the spool so that several lines of wire attached to it. When removed, the adhesive side of the tape formed an irregular array of line sources. One of these arrays was imaged using light microscopy to determine the condition of the wire and the thickness of the transferred wire was measured at twelve different sections.

The relative radionuclide composition in one of the transferred samples was determined by high resolution gamma spectroscopy using the APEX laboratory measurement software (Canberra, Meriden, Connecticut, USA). The sample was measured for 14 days, starting 38 days after end of bombardment (EOB). The detector used was an HPGe detector (Canberra SeGe, model GC5021, Canberra, Meriden, Connecticut, USA) placed behind a lead shield.

*Spatial resolution*

One of the line source arrays, placed on a sample slide, was selected and imaged for 93 hours using the DSSD system, 94 days after EOB, and subsequently for 144 hours, 105 days after EOB, inside a film cassette using a storage phosphor system (Cyclone Plus, Perkin Elmer, Wellesley, MA, USA). For both measurements the sample slide was placed in a sample holder and covered with 3 µm Mylar foil. The storage phosphor system had the read-out resolution set to its maximum 600 dots per inch, i.e. 42.3 micrometer per pixel. The image from the
DSSD system was reconstructed from list-mode data of all registered events without any software corrections using IDL 6.4 software (ITT Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, CO, USA). Both images were analyzed using ImageJ software\(^{20}\), and an image area outside the radioactive sample was used to determine the background which was subtracted from both images. Five separate locations to acquire line profiles were then chosen per image in order to reduce the influence of overlap. In these profiles, the maximum value was determined using a parabolic fit to the highest value point and its two closest neighbors. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) was then determined by measuring the distance between points calculated through linear interpolation between the points closest to half the maximum value of the profile, according to the NEMA NU-2012 method\(^{21}\).

2.C. Application of multi-radionuclide imaging

A mouse preclinical animal study was performed as a proof-of-principle for employing the ability to separate contributions from several radionuclides also used for \textit{in vivo} imaging or radionuclide therapy. All procedures involving animals were performed under approved protocols of the UCLA Animal Research Committee.

Intact chimeric monoclonal antibody (mAb) anti-CEA T84.66 (cT84.66)\(^{22}\) and T84.66 diabody (scFv dimer of 55 kDa)\(^{23}\) were radiolabeled with \(^{125}\text{I}\) and \(^{131}\text{I}\), respectively, using the Iodo-Gen method as previously described\(^{23}\). Athymic nude (nu/nu) female mice (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA, USA), 7- to 8-week-old, were subcutaneously injected on the right shoulder region with \(1-2 \times 10^6\) LS174T human colon carcinoma cells expressing carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA).

Approximately 10 days after tumor inoculation, two LS174T tumor-bearing mice were injected intravenously (i.v.) with 12 MBq/101 µg of the \(^{125}\text{I}\)-labelled intact cT84.66. At 67 h following the first injection the same mice were injected i.v. with 4 MBq/77 µg of the \(^{131}\text{I}\)-
labelled T84.66 diabody. The mice were sacrificed at 6 h post-injection of the diabody which corresponded to 73 h, post-injection of the intact antibody. The tumor was excised, frozen and cryosectioned. Sections of 100 µm thickness were imaged using the DSSD system for 60-840 minutes. Thinner section of 30 µm thickness were stained with either Hematoxylin and Eosin or, using immunohistochemistry, for determination of the CEA antigen distribution and expression in the tumors. The separation of contributions from $^{125}$I and $^{131}$I was performed using IDL 6.4 software by best fit of previously acquired single-isotope spectra to binned energy data in each pixel as previously outlined in Örbom et al 2007$^{24}$. For detector strips that had been identified as over or under reporting, their total amplitude was adjusted to a mean value of neighboring functional strips by either removing or duplicating randomly selected events in the data for that strip while maintaining the data in list-mode format. Similarly, faulty strips that contributed no signal where recreated in the image by randomly duplicating events from the closest functioning strips at a ratio corresponding to their distance to the faulty strip.

2.D. Application of energy discrimination

Characteristic x-rays at low energies are registered by the detector and contribute to degradation in spatial resolution due to their long path length compared to β or α particles. By applying an energy cut-off limit it is possible to exclude the contributions from these photons and to improve image quality. Minor image artifacts stemming from small differences in individual strip energy threshold are also mitigated by excluding lower energies. To evaluate this application on a biological sample, a section of a kidney from a mouse injected with an $^{111}$In-labelled radiopharmaceutical prior to sacrifice was imaged using the DSSD system. Images were reconstructed with IDL 6.4 software, using all available events or only those with a measured energy of above or below 30 keV, thereby excluding the low energy
characteristic x-rays of $^{111}$In. Image corrections for missing and miscalibrated strips were applied.

Images were evaluated in ImageJ. Regions, the same in all images, with low pixel value were compared to areas with higher pixel values and the ratio of mean pixel value $\bar{S}$ for different regions was used to estimate the contrast:

$$\text{Contrast} = \frac{S_{\text{high}}}{S_{\text{low}}}$$

3. RESULTS

3.A. Background and noise

The signal measured on the detector with a non-radioactive sample is 1.18 counts per second for the whole field of view, which given 649687 non-masked pixel during imaging gives $1.81 \times 10^{-6}$ counts per second per pixel. Using the Currie Equation$^{25}$, this leads to the minimum detectable count rate being $2.89 \times 10^{-5}$ counts per second per pixel. The background events were evenly distributed over the image and the measured energy spectrum of the background (Figure 3) had a mean energy of 116 keV.
FIG. 3.

Energy spectrum of the background and noise as measured on the DSSD system. The measured background is 1.18 counts per second for the whole field of view and 1.81 x 10^{-6} counts per second per pixel.

3.B. Detection efficiency and energy spectra

The measured detection efficiency for each radionuclide is presented in Table 2. Energy spectra for three selected radionuclides (^{111}\text{In}, ^{99m}\text{Tc} and ^{18}\text{F}) can be found in Figure 4, as well as the $\beta^+$ emission spectrum of $^{18}\text{F}$. The $^{18}\text{F}$ (max $\beta^+$ energy 633.5 keV) spectrum is similar to the measured energy distribution for higher energy $\beta$-emitter (data not shown) since their particle range will exceed the detector thickness and the resulting $dE/dx$ spectra will be
similar, regardless of $\beta$ energy. The spectrum for $^{111}$In on the other hand is dominated by an individual peak from low energy x-rays and Auger electrons at 19-23 keV with smaller peaks mainly from conversion electrons at 144 keV and 219-245 keV. Similarly, the measured $^{99m}$Tc energy spectrum has a peak from conversion electrons at 120 keV and a smaller one from x-rays and Auger electrons at 15-21 keV. Whereas the peaks at the higher end of the $^{111}$In and $^{99m}$Tc spectra correspond well to their respective highest energy conversion electrons, the $^{18}$F spectrum ends well before its max $\beta$ energy of 633.5 keV. The point of maximum measured intensity of $^{18}$F is also slightly lower than in the emission spectra due to lower detection efficiency at higher energies and energy loss before entering the detector. Relevant characteristics of each radionuclide for which efficiency was determined are listed in Table 3.

**TABLE 2.** Detection sensitivity for selected radionuclides on the DSSD autoradiography system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radionuclide</th>
<th>Sensitivity (cps/kBq) ±STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{99m}$Tc</td>
<td>64±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{111}$In</td>
<td>227±8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{177}$Lu</td>
<td>249±13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{125}$I</td>
<td>229±10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{131}$I</td>
<td>334±37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$^{18}$F \quad 699\pm 58

$^{68}$Ga \quad 446\pm 60

**FIG. 4.**
The individually normalized measured energy spectra of electrons and low energy photons of $^{18}$F, $^{99m}$Tc and $^{111}$In as measured on the DSSD system. Also inserted, the $^{18}$F $\beta^+$ emission spectrum\textsuperscript{26}, for comparison.

**TABLE 3.** Relevant radiations of the radionuclides used for efficiency measurements. Data retrieved from the National Nuclear Data Center web database in the MIRD format\textsuperscript{27}. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radionuclide</th>
<th>Half-life</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Yield (%)</th>
<th>Avg. energy (keV)</th>
<th>Max energy (keV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-18</td>
<td>109.77 min</td>
<td>β+</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>249.8</td>
<td>633.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-111</td>
<td>67.32 hours</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>171.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>245.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>144.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu-177</td>
<td>6.734 days</td>
<td>β-</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>498.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>208.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-125</td>
<td>59.408 days</td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>30.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te-99m</td>
<td>6.001 hours</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>140.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>119.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-131</td>
<td>8.02070 days</td>
<td>β-</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>191.6</td>
<td>606.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga-68</td>
<td>67.629 min</td>
<td>β-</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>836.0</td>
<td>1899.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.C. System dead-time
Measurement data (Figure 5) was fitted numerically by the least-squares measure to the non-paralyzable dead time model ($R^2=0.995$), resulted in a system dead time constant $\tau$ at 59 $\mu$s. There was no observed dead time difference between the two measured geometries.

**FIG. 5.**

Measured count rates for two different geometries of $^{18}$F plotted against expected count rates based on extrapolation from count rates below 100 cps. The solid line shows the non-paralyzable system response model fitted to the data with a calculated dead time constant of 59 $\mu$s.

3.D. Line source phantom characteristics
Optical microscopy images of the irradiated wire revealed instances where the physical stress of transfer had bent or fragmented the wire but it was largely in similar condition as unirradiated wire. The mean wire diameter after irradiation and transfer was measured by optical microscopy to be $18.0 \pm 1.8 \mu m$. The spectroscopy measurement showed almost all of the activity in the transferred wire sample to be $^{58}\text{Co}$ apart from the impurities $^{57}\text{Co}$, $^{60}\text{Co}$, $^{59}\text{Fe}$, $^{57}\text{Ni}$ and $^{51}\text{Cr}$. The impurities relative intensities were 0.1, 0.05, 0.005 percent for the cobalt and iron impurities and below quantifiable levels for $^{51}\text{Cr}$ and $^{57}\text{Ni}$. When imaged in the DSSD system, a representative section of thread yielded 1.7 counts per second per cm 94 days after EOB.

Spatial resolution

Measurements on the images acquired from DSSD and storage phosphor systems (Figure 6) gave mean FWHM values of $154 \pm 14 \mu m$ for the DSSD system and $343 \pm 15 \mu m$ for the storage phosphor system.
FIG. 6.

Digital autoradiography images of the same sample imaged in the DSSD system for 93 h (A) and in a storage phosphor screen system for 144 h and scanned at 600 dpi (B). The sample consists of $^{58}$Co activity in sections of 18 µm thick $^{58}$Ni wire after neutron irradiation in a research reactor and transfer from the original spool to a sample slide using adhesive tape due to embrittlement. Background has been subtracted from (B) and both images are individually scaled from zero (white) to maximum (black) intensity. FWHM was measured to 154 ±15 µm for the DSSD system and 344 ±14 µm for the storage phosphor system.

3.E. Intratumoral distribution of CEA radiotracers

Activity distributions of $^{125}$I-cT84.66 mAb (Figure 7C) and the $^{131}$I-diabody fragment (Figure 7A) were successfully reconstructed and visually compared to histology (Figure 7B) and antigen distribution (Figure 7D). As seen, both $^{125}$I and $^{131}$I activities are distributed throughout the tumor sections. Clear hotspots in areas with necrotic or interstitial tissue are seen with $^{125}$I, whereas the $^{131}$I activity is clearly elevated in areas of viable tumor cells with more pronounced CEA staining. The lower image quality of $^{125}$I is also noticeable, stemming from the wider point-spread-function of the radionuclide due to the detector registering the low-energy x-rays further from the source of decay than is the case with β-particles.
FIG. 7.

Adjacent tumor sections from one mouse administered $^{125}$I-cT84.66 mAb and $^{131}$I-T84.66 diabody that was sacrificed at 73 h post-injection of $^{125}$I-cT84.66 mAb corresponding to 6 h post-injection of $^{131}$I-T84.66 diabody. Digital autoradiography images are from a single imaging session of a single tumor section with the $^{131}$I activity distribution (A) separated from the $^{125}$I activity distribution (C) using energy data. Both individually scaled from no (white) to maximum (black) measured activity per pixel. Adjacent tumor sections, different from the one imaged by autoradiography, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (B) or, using immunohistochemistry, for CEA antigen (D).

3.F. Application of energy discrimination

Images of the $^{111}$In sample were reconstructed from the same measurement data, using all events (Figure 8A) or only above (Figure 8B) or below (Figure 8C) 30 keV. The reduction in total number of image counts due to energy discrimination of counts below 30 keV was 44%. The discriminated image (Figure 8B) has visibly less spread of image signal outside the kidney section while having retained or improved level of detail inside the section. Mean contrast ratios between dark and light areas, measured in the same regions, for the original (Figure 8A) and discriminated image (Figure 8B) were found to be 1.8 and 2.2 respectively.
The contribution from events below 30 keV (Figure 8C) has visibly lower spatial resolution and poor contrast, suggesting that these events degrade image quality.

**FIG. 8.**

Uptake of an $^{111}$In-labeled pharmaceutical in a kidney section. Using all events (A) or with energy discrimination discarding all signals below (B) or above (C) 30 keV. Note the decreased spread of detected events outside the section and the retained or increased (red arrows) level of discernible detail in (B) compared to (A), even though the total number of counts has been reduced by 44%. The grid-like artifacts stemming from small differences in strip response at low energies are also suppressed in B. All images use the same gray scale and are individually scaled from zero (white) to 70% of maximum (black) intensity.

4. DISCUSSION

Our characterization of the double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSD) digital autoradiography system shows that it could be gainfully employed as a complement to *in vivo* radionuclide imaging. As demonstrated in a small animal study, the system has the ability to separate the signal from several simultaneously imaged radionuclides using their energy spectra or rate of decay. The spatial resolution of $^{58}$Co was measured to be better than on a commonly used storage phosphor screen system. The low background and noise allows for a comparatively
low minimum detectable count rate and measurements of the dead-time behavior of the detector show that while a correction factor will need to be applied when rates approach thousands of counts per second, high count rate samples can be quantitatively imaged.

In a preclinical *in vivo* imaging situation, the radionuclides used for labeling are often chosen on the grounds of having emissions detectable by PET or SPECT cameras, or for high efficacy radionuclide therapy. The range of isotopes employed in this study reflect those constraints. In other applications of autoradiography, $^{14}$C and $^3$H are the most commonly used radionuclides with the latter not being detectable on the characterized DSSD system. A further limitation for application in high-throughput studies is the limited field of view of the DSSD, which does not allow for whole-body autoradiography of adult mice or larger animals, and not for simultaneous imaging of more than a few sections of excised organs. Using either longer-lived radionuclides or a high injected activity the latter issue can be somewhat alleviated by loading samples in the sample changer and imaging them sequentially. Small fields of view have been common for particle-counting digital autoradiography systems, although recently a 168 cm$^2$ field of view CMOS detector has been developed. In applications where the tracer biodistribution is determined by *in vivo* imaging and digital autoradiography is used for more specific and qualitative purposes, such as imaging the intratumoral distribution of a new tracers, a small field of view will be less of an issue.

While the detector characteristics measured in this study can be taken as a general guideline to system performance, each DSSD system will have individual levels of noise and inactive or overactive strips that will require different energy thresholds as well as detector masking. The seemingly much lower spatial resolution of the storage phosphor system may partly be an effect of the $^{58}$Co isotope emitting x-rays that have energies below the DSSD system detection limit but that will be registered by the storage phosphor screen. This could reverse for an isotope like $^{125}$I where the thicker detection layer of the DSSD system will register the low
energy x-rays from $^{125}$I with a much longer path length, while they are less likely to interact in the thinner storage phosphor screen.

In a table comparing modern digital autoradiography systems, Esposito et al$^{12}$ reports measured spatial resolution FWHM values for $^{14}$C ranging from 20 µm for a system based on contact imaging through a solid scintillator sheet$^5$ to 79.5 µm for a CMOS based system$^{28}$. These values, as well as the reported $^{14}$C sensitivities are not directly comparable to our measurements due to different measurement methodology and because $^{14}$C has a lower mean beta energy of 49 keV compared to 201 keV for $^{58}$Co and therefore is expected to have a smaller FWHM. Using Monte Carlo simulations in 2010, Cabello and Wells show that for a silicon detector, there is limited benefit of pixel sizes below 10 µm for $^{14}$C imaging due to electron range$^2$, so for higher-energy beta emitters, 50 µm pixels may not dramatically degrade spatial resolution. Two systems catalogued by in Esposito et al$^{12}$ report smallest detectable count rate per area and these are approximately one order of magnitude smaller than for the DSSD system in this work.

Other commercially available autoradiography systems with the ability to separate radionuclides based on emission spectra are to our knowledge two systems marketed by Biospace Lab (Paris, France) based on contact imaging through a solid scintillator sheet or a parallel plate avalanche chamber respectively, both employing an image intensifier tube and CCD camera$^5$. The DSSD system studied here have comparable spatial resolution to the latter (150 µm FWHM for $^{18}$F) but not the former (20 µm for $^{14}$C), which does however have a smaller detection area (24 mm x 32 mm)$^5$. Direct detection of charged particles as in the DSSD system should give a better energy resolution and therefore better ability to separate radionuclides than indirect measurement via scintillation light.
Neutron activation of a thin $^{58}\text{Ni}$ wire was employed to produce a $^{58}\text{Co}$ line source used to determine the spatial resolution. However, the extensive embrittlement caused during irradiation made the wire very difficult to handle and any similar future attempts should consider pre-mounting the wire in an imaging geometry on top of a material not sensitive to neutron activation before irradiation.

The small animal study described here provides an example of an application where multi-radionuclide imaging could be successfully employed to compare the intratumoral distribution of two radiolabeled tracers in the same animal. The distribution of $^{125}\text{I}$-labeled intact antibody to more necrotic areas that show less staining of CEA is in line with previously published studies on the distribution of iodine-labeled anti-CEA antibodies in tumor xenograft models. This may be the result of an initial lack of penetration of the larger antibody molecules (150 kDa) into the more dense areas of viable tumor cells or a result of the radionuclide being released from the antibody or the antibody itself including pooling of the radiolabel in the blood subsequent to the initial uptake. The distribution of the $^{131}\text{I}$ activity indicates that the smaller diabody fragment preferentially distributes to viable tumor cells although a larger study, including additional time points, would be required to investigate this question. Another labeling scheme, such as DPTA-$^{111}\text{In}/^{177}\text{Lu}$, not sensitive to dehalogenation or autoradiography image degradation from x-rays should be employed in such a future study, possibly along with in vivo imaging using multi-radionuclide SPECT/CT.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that a DSSD system can be beneficially applied for digital autoradiography with simultaneous multi-radionuclide imaging capability, complementing in vivo radionuclide imaging. System benefits include a low background signal, ability to image both low and high activity samples, and a good energy resolution, while the main drawback is
a small field of view. Proof of concept was shown in a preclinical radioimmunodiagnostic setting, simultaneously imaging $^{125}$I and $^{131}$I.
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